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On interaction between external and 
internal markers in expressing aspect in 
Arabic dialect varieties

Samia Naïm
LACITO-CNRS

Themes, preverbs and particles partake in expressing aspectual notions. In this 
paper we will study the distribution of these markers and their grammatical and 
semantic compatibilities (when it is possible to retrace their etymology) with 
the two aspects inherent to the themes upon which the Arabic verbal system 
rests: the perfective and the imperfective. To what extent does the analysis of the 
affinities and incompatibilities between these external markers and the perfective 
and imperfective contribute to the definition of these very same notions? How to 
distinguish between constraints linked to verbal semantics (lexical aspect) and 
those which fall under one or the other of these two notions? This paper will also 
explore, from a crossdialectal and typological angle, which notions are encoded 
specifically and which belong to broader categories, so as to extrapolate the 
aspectual system dynamics in the dialects under study.

Keywords: Auxiliarity; affixation; grammaticalization; dynamic of aspectual 
systems in arabic dialects; syntax of basic aspectual notions; lexical semantics

Themes, particles and auxiliaries are all used in expressing aspectual notions. This 
study will look at their distribution and their grammatical and semantic compatibility 
with the two aspects which are inherent to the verbal bases of the Arabic verbal sys-
tem, i.e. perfective and imperfective. To what extent does analyzing the affinities and 
incompatibilities between these external markers and the perfective and imperfective 
contribute to defining these same notions? How can one tease apart the constraints 
linked to verbal semantics (lexical aspect) and those linked to inherent aspect? We 
will also examine specifically encoded notions and those which are subsumed within 
broader notions, from both cross-dialect and typological perspectives, in order to shed 
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light on the dynamics of aspectual systems in the eastern dialect varieties1 (Lebanon, 
Palestine) and in Yemeni varieties (S�anʕā, Zabīd).2

1.   The basic perfective~imperfective distinction

The two basic verbal paradigms in Classical Arabic and the dialect varieties are 
marked by suffixal and prefixal inflections,3 and are founded on an underlying 
perfective~imperfective aspectual opposition. In speakers’ minds this aspectual dis-
tinction is closely linked to temporal distinctions. In its absolute use, the suffixed 
inflection (perfective), termed al-mād�ī ‘which is past, over’, is automatically included 
in the sentence referential enunciative frame of reference and sets it in a past time 
frame. In contrast, the prefixed inflection (imperfective form), al-mud�āriʕu, is associ-
ated with a non-completed tense (“un temps non révolu”).4 Thus, in the absence of any 
specific context, the two basic forms of the verb (√zbʒ) ‘joke’ in the S�anʕānī dialect are 
located by speakers in the past and in the general (non-referenced, generic) present:5 
zabaʒ (perf.3sgm) ‘he joked’~jizbiʒ (imperf.3sgm) ‘he jokes’.

1.1   Imperfective forms

In a large number of dialects, changes in the verbal system have led to the inclusion of 
a referential marker in the verb form corresponding to one or both of the basic forms, 
the perfective and the imperfective.6 The Yemeni dialect of Zabīd has not undergone 

1.  Unless specified, examples are taken from my fieldwork corpus collected in Yemen, 
Lebanon, and Palestine. I have chosen to transcribe the examples taken from my corpus pho-
netically, so that dialectal variation be clearer for specialists of Arabic. 

.  Henceforth (lea) and (pea) for the eastern dialects (ea) and (sya) and (zya) for the 
Yemeni dialects.

.  Their traditional labels, which makes reference to where clitic pronouns are placed within 
the verb form. However, this label is not entirely accurate, as far as the “prefixal” inflection is 
concerned, because the person markers are discontinuous, and are both prefixed and suffixed. 

.  It is moreover in these terms that the medieval grammarian Al-Zamaxʃarī defines the 
two verbal forms, in his treatise on Arabic grammar, ʔunmūðaʒ fī al-naħw taking the time of 
speech for reference point: Al-mād �ī “…refers to a process/event which took place in a time 
before yours…”. Al-mud�āriʕu “…which includes the present and the future… ” (Kouloughli 
2007: 133–142).

.  (Naïm 2009: 67).

.  Cf. (Cohen 1989: 187–89).
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such a change, i.e. it has retained the basic perfective~imperfective distinction  without 
any additional marker. In contrast, in the eastern sedentary dialects (ea), more spe-
cifically the urban varieties, and in the Yemeni dialect of S�anʕā, changes in the ver-
bal system have given rise to two imperfective forms, one bearing the prefix b- and 
one “bare” form. The meanings of these two forms do not entirely overlap from one 
dialect to another, especially as concerns the marked form, where the meanings are 
system-dependent.

1.1.1   The unmarked imperfective
The unmarked form is found in both ea and sya.

a) in dependent constructions:
 (1) nizil ʕa s-sūq jiʃtri xǝd�ra (pea)
  Descend.perf.3sgm prep the-souk buy.imperf.3sgm vegetables
  ‘He went to the souk to buy vegetables.’

 (2) daxal l-barik ħaggi-h jiɣtsil (sya)
  enter.perf.3sgm the-tub rp-3sgm wash.imperf.3sgm 
  ‘He entered his tub to wash.’ (narrative context)

 (3) tǝstiri tħākī bi s�-s�anʕānī? (sya)
  know.imperf.2sgf speak.imperf.2sgf prep the-s�anʕānī 
  ‘(Is it that) you know how to speak s�anʕānī (dialect)?’

 (4) b-taʕǝrfe tǝħke ʕarabe? (lea)
  know.b-imperf.2sgf speak.imperf.2sgf Arabic 
  ‘Do you know how to speak Arabic?’

b) with modal values, in optative, jussive and exhortative constructions:
 (5) jxallī-k! (lea)
  preserve.imperf.3sgm-2sgm
  ‘(God) preserve you!’

 (6) jirħam wāldaj-k! (sya)
  save.imperf.3sgm parents-2sgm 
  ‘(God), take pity on your parents!’

The two varieties, sya and ea, differ in how they encode conditional clauses (7), 
descriptions of procedure (9), definitions and general truths (8). In these sentences, it 
is the “bare” imperfective which must be used in sya, whereas in ea it is the prefixed 
imperfective (cf. 1.1.2).

 (7) law tuxruʒī la tuxruʒ kabid-ī la mūt (sya)
  if exit.imperf.2sgf then exit.imperf.3sgf liver-1sg then die.perf1sg
  ‘If you go, I will be deeply sad, I will die.’
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 (8) allāh jiħjī w jmīt (sya)
  God give life.imperf.3sgm and make die.imperf.3sgm 
  ‘God gives life and takes (it) away’

 (9) lamma tǝnð̣aʒ nǝftaħ-ha (sya)
  when be cooked.imperf.3sgf open.imperf.1pl-3sgf
  nǝrǝʃʃǝ-ha bǝ s-samn w l-ʕasal
  sprinkle.imperf.1pl-3sgf prep the-fat and the-honey
  ‘When it (the bread) is baked, one sprinkles it with fat and honey’

1.1.   The marked imperfective
The imperfective bearing the prefix /b-/ has wider scope in the eastern varieties than 
in S�anʕā Yemeni Arabic since, as seen above, it is found in various types of declarative 
sentences, e.g. descriptions of procedure, definitions and general truths, as well as in 
the apodosis of hypothetical clauses introduced by ʔin or ʔiza, with the protasis intro-
duced by either of the particles in the perfective (with exceptions) in the two dialect 
varieties.

 (10) b-tɣīb ǝʃ-ʃams ʕa s-sǝtte (lea)
  disappear.b-imperf.3sgf the-sun prep the-six
  ‘The sun sets at 6 o’clock.’

 (11) l-ʔǝnsēn b-jæk̄ul w bi-mūt mɨtl (lea)
  l-man b-eat.imperf.3sgm and b-die.imperf.3sgm like
  kɨll l-ħīwǣnǣt
  all the-animals
  ‘Man eats and dies like all animals.’ (Féghali 1928: 22)

 (12) b-tʔalle l-b�as�le w l-laħme w baʕdēn (lea)
  fry.b-imperf.2sgf the-onion and the-meat and after
  b-tedelʔe l-majj w ǝr-rǝzz
  pour.b-imperf.2sgf the-water and the-rice
  ‘You fry the onion with the meat, then you pour the water and rice on top.’

 (13) ʔiza ʃattit m-nʔaʒʒil.7 l-miʃwār (lea)
  if raining.perf3sgf delay.b-imperf.1pl the-walk
  ‘If it is raining we can take the walk later.’ (b-imperf v₂ apodosis).

In contrast, in the S �anʕānī dialect, the prefixed imperfective implies anchoring in a 
referential situation (14). Consequently, it can also denote a process concomitant 

.  The /b-/ assimilates to the following nasal consonant: b-+n > m-+n 
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with the time of speech (15), or link a process to a related event, depending on the 
context (16).

 (14) ʔab-ī jʒī / bi-jʒī θalāθ sāʕāt (sya)
  father-1sg come.imperf.3sgm / come.b-imperf3sgm three hours
  kull jawm
  each day
  ‘My father comes’ (to visit me)/‘He comes (to see me) three hours every day.’

 (15) bajn-ʔasabbir al-ɣaðāʔ (sya)
  prepare.bi-imperf.1sg the-lunch
  ‘I am preparing lunch.’

 (16) w baʕda hum fī d-dukkān b-jiʃtǝɣlu l-ʕaʃī
  and after them in the-store work.b-imperf.3pl the-evening
  daxal-ha sārig
  enter.perf.3sgm-3sgf thief
   ‘Then, while they were working in the store in the evening, a thief en-

tered her house.’ (The process rendered by ‘enter’ is secant to that of the 
 subordinate clause).

In addition, contrary to what one finds in ea, in the S�an’ānī dialect, the marked imper-
fective is never found in the apodosis of conditional or hypothetical clauses:8

 (17) lā ʒā xū-ʃ ʔagul-l-u (sya)
  if come.perf3sgm brother-2sgf say.imperf1sg-to-3sgm
  ʔinn-iʃ nājme
  that-2sgf sleep.ptcp2sgf
  ‘If your brother comes, I will tell him that you are sleeping.’

 (18) ʔin gad gult-a la-h mā gad (sya)
  if part say.perf2sgm-3sg to-3sgm neg part
  ʔabgā-ʃ ʕind-ak
  stay.imperf1sg-neg at-2sgm
  ‘If you already told him, I will not stay at your place.’

1.1.   Absence of the marked~unmarked distinction
The Zabīd dialect, located in western Yemen, did not undergo reorganization and redis-
tribution of the meanings of the imperfective into “bare” or absolute form~prefixed 
form. In the absolute form, the imperfective is found in all contexts where it is found 

.  On the relation realis~potential in sya, see (Naïm 2009: 167–170). 
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in ea and sya (19–23) as well as in the contexts where ea and/or sya have recourse to 
the prefixed form (24–25).

 (19) ma ʃā ʃī ʔǝsm duxxān jabdī (zya)
  neg want.imperf.1sg indef name smoke appear.imperf.3sgm
  ‘I do not want there to be any smoke whatsoever.’

 (20) tahni tfārgī banī-k? (zya)
  be able.imperf2sgf separate.imperf2sgf daughters-2sgf
  ‘Can you leave your daughters?’

 (21) ʔata l-malik jaxt�ɑb ʔind-u (zya)
  come.perf3sgm the-king ask the hand of.imperf.3sgm at-3sgm
  ‘The king came to him to ask for the hand of (his) daughter.’

 (22) mā tehabī? (zya)
  int do.imperf3sgf
  ‘What are you doing?’ (right now)

 (23) kalbit ʔamm-ī ʔabbās tanbuʃ-ik min furreh (zya)
  bitch uncle-1sg Abbas bite.imperf3sgf-2sgf prep bottom
  ma m-ras�
  prep the-head
   ‘(That) the bitch of my uncle Abbas bite you from your bottom to your 

head.’

 (24) natɣassal w ns�allīj w nalbas w (zya)
  wash.imperf1pl and pray.imperf1pl and dress.imperf1pl and
  natkij w ninʃǝr
  sit.imperf1pl and visit.imperf1pl
  ‘We wash, we pray, we dress, we take qât and we visit each other.’

 (25) tɣaddeʰ / ʔǝrʃaћ / tnaʔʔis (zya)
  lunch.imperf.1sg / sweat.imperf.1sg / be sleepy. imperf3sgf
  ‘I am eating lunch’/‘I am sweating.’/‘She is sleepy.’ (habitual or concomitant)

1.   The perfective

In the three dialect varieties, the perfective has not split and has only one form. It 
is found in independent clauses, in subordinate clauses (with exceptions, e.g. sub-
ordinate clauses expressing a goal which are in the imperfective (26–28)) and in 
hypothetical clauses: counterfactual hypotheticals usually have a perfective in both 
protasis and apodosis (29, 30). In ea (30), one notes the presence of the temporal 
marker kān ‘be’ (1.4) at the head of the apodosis, instead of the la particle found in 
sya (29).
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 (26) niʕidd az-zinīn ʕasibb nǝtgās�am-hin (sya)
  count.imperf.1pl the-fabric sub share.imperf.pl-3pl
  ‘We count the fabrics to divide them up.’

 (27) bākan tat�lub tħas�s�il-ha rǝzq allah (zya)
  go.perf3sgf beg.imperf.3sgf obtain.imperf.3sgf-3sgf good God
  ‘She went to beg, in the hope of help from God.’

 (28) staʔʒart sajjārah la ʔǝt�laʕ ʕa ʒ-ʒabal (lea)
  rent.perf.1sg car prep ascend.imperf.1sg prep the-mountain
  ‘I rented a car to go up the mountain.’

 (29) law ʒītī ʔams la (sya)
  if come.perf2sgf yesterday then 
  ddajta-l-ik ħǝnneh
  give.perf.1sg-dat-2sgf henna
  ‘If you had come yesterday, I would have given you some henna.’

 (30) law ʃǝft-ī kǝnte (ea)
  if see.perf2sgf-3sgm be.perf.2sgf
  dǝɣre ʕrǝft-ī
  right away recognize.perf2sgf-3sgm
  [lit. if you saw him you were right away you recognized him] 
  ‘If you had seen him, you would have recognized him right away.’

The perfective is also found in performative sentences. These meanings result from 
interaction between the sentence’s semantic and formal properties on the one hand, 
and discourse and pragmatic factors on the other hand. Verbs which produce this type 
of meaning, alongside verbs with performative scope (judicial sentences for example),9 
mostly refer to the speech act itself: ‘say, recount, tell, warn, prohibit…’. They are used 
in daily conversation.10

 (31) kallamt-iʃ hāða l-kalām mā jitkarrar-ʃ (sya)
  say.perf.1sg-2sgf dem the-words neg repeat.imperf.3sgm-neg
  [lit. I have told you these words not they repeat themselves] 
  ‘I forbid you to repeat these words.’

 (32) sallaft-ik (sya)
  give credit.perf.1sgm-2sgf
  ‘You can put it on your tab.’

.  Verbs with performative scope partially overlap with those most usually found crossling-
uistically, such as ‘repudiate’, ‘marry’, ‘swear’, ‘conclude a sale’… (Benveniste 1966; Austin 1970; 
Searle 1976; Récanati 1981).

1.  (Naïm 1993).
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 (33) biʔt-ak b xamse (zya)
  sell.perf.1sg-2sgm prep five 
  ‘I’m selling (it) to you (it is a deal) for five.’

 (34) ʔǝlt-ǝll-ik skǝtī (lea)
  say.perf.1sg-to-2sgf be quiet.imp. 2sgf 
  ‘I’m telling you: shut up.’

In all the above examples, the verb derives its illocutionary force from the use of the 
perfective in a specific syntactic, discursive and pragmatic context: I + v.perf + you.11 
However, with verbs with performative scope, i.e. those which belong to a ritual 
strongly anchored in social practices, one finds two types of constructions: containing 
a finite verb in sya (35) and containing a participle in ea and sya (35’).

 (35) t�allagt-iʃ bi θ-θalāθ (sya)
  repudiate.perf.1sg-2sgf prep the three 
  ‘Three times, I declare you repudiated.’

 (35’) ʔanti t�āligah (ea, sya)
  2sgf repudiate.ptcp 
  ‘I declare you repudiated.’ (= you are repudiated)

1.   Participial form

Thus, in considering the basic forms of verbal aspect, one must take the participial 
form into account. It is used with a specific semantic category of verbs which can be 
either stative or dynamic, and which are often known as “middle verbs” (especially 
perception and experience verbs (36, 37), as well as movement and displacement verbs 
(38–40)). The participial form expresses a process which can be located in the present, 
past or immediate future, depending on the reference frame.

 (36) ʔǝntī dārje mā huw l-bint? (sya)
  2sgf know.ptcp.sgf int 3sgm the-girl 
  ‘Do you understand what ‘girl’ means ?

 (37) hī mkārfah maʕā-ha (zya)
  3sgf argue.ptcp.sgf with-her 
  ‘She got into an argument with her.’

 (38) sājreh s-sūg (sya)
  go.ptcp.1/2sgf the souk 
  ‘I/you am/are going to the souk’

11.  The presence of the addressee is not obligatory linguistically marked. It is inherent to the 
situation of statement and can be expressed by a deixis or by a particular intonation, sent to 
the addressee or to the auditors (Naïm 1993: 51–53) as in ħalaft or ʔagsamt “I swear”.
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 (39) ʔana wārde la l-bēt (zya)
  1sg return.ptcp.sgf prep the-house 
  ‘I’m going back home.’

 (40) fjān bājke? (zya)
  int go.ptcp.2sgf 
  ‘Where are you going?’

The participial form is used in the eastern and Yemeni dialect varieties. However, the 
list of verbs which may be used in this type of expression varies from dialect to dialect. 
Taking the verb ‘be sleepy’ for example, in zya the verb is in the imperfective (25) 
whereas in sya and ea it is in a participial form (41).

 (41) mnaʕʕis (sya)
  be sleepy.ptcp.3sgm
  ‘He is sleepy.’

1.   Temporal anchoring

As we saw above, the temporal dimension is never entirely absent from the aspectual 
system’s two basic forms. Moreover, in their absolute use, the perfective and imperfec-
tive (as well as their participial forms) are localized by speakers in relation to the time 
of speech (T₀). The grammatical expression of linguistic verbal tense uses the auxiliary 
kān ‘be’, placed to the left of the verbal core (v₁). The auxiliary (v₂) locates processes in 
relation to each other, or to any other reference point. It follows the v₁ subject, gender 
and number agreement markers, and can be modified by a tense-aspect particle.

Depending on the desired temporal localization, v₁ and v₂ align on the same pre-
fixed or suffixed inflection, or differ, perf + imperf, imperf + perf. To present these 
combinations, we have chosen sentences where both the main verb and the auxiliary 
are in their “bare” form, i.e. not associated with any collocational particle specifying 
mood, tense or aspect (with the exception of the indicative prefix b-imperf). In other 
words, the issue being addressed here is not how compound and multiple compound 
tenses are formed based on possible equivalents expressed e.g. by French passé antéri-
eur, plus que parfait, futur antérieur, etc.12

perfective + perfective
 (42) kunt sabbart l-ɣada / (sya)
  aux.perf.1sg prepare.perf1sg the-lunch /
  sabbart l-ɣada
  prepare.perf.1sg the-lunch
  ‘I had prepared lunch.’ / ‘I prepared lunch.’

1.  Because the combinations between the meanings of the perfective and imperfective and 
various tam particles also play a role in expressing compound and multiple compound tenses. 
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 (43) ħad�d�art ɣada bas kēnu ʔakalu (lea)
  prepare.perf.1sg lunch but aux.perf3pl eat.perf3pl 
  ‘I prepared lunch but they had eaten’.

perfective + imperfective
 (44) kān dājman jǝʒe jzūrn-na (lea)
  aux.perf/3sgm always come.perf/3sgm visit.imperf/3sgm-1pl 
  ‘He always came to visit us.’

 (45) ʔams kunt ʃeʔ (zya)
  yesterday aux.perf1sg want.imperf.1sg 
  ‘Yesterday I wanted to.’

 (46) kæn̄æt tabūk (zya)
  aux.perf.3sgf go.imperf/3sgf 
  ‘She was leaving/would leave (in the morning)’.

In the Zabīd dialect, when used as an auxiliary, kān has two perfective forms: the first 
form is regularly inflected, and the second form is only found frozen in the third per-
son singular and bearing the nominal suffix (accusative or genitive marker) represent-
ing the subject of the modified verb. Because of its specific morphology (frozen form 
+ nominal suffix) the fixed form, also much rarer than the regular form, is more akin 
to an aspect particle than to an auxiliary. I have only found it in a corpus of stories in 
the 2nd person perfective (47).

 (47) ʔælæð̄i s-sinīn marra w kæn̄-ik tɨnzæʔī-ni (zya)
  after the-years all and aux.perf3sg-2sgf harry.imperf2sgf-1sg
  ʔælæ m-fs�ejʔa wæ m-hrējm m-ħūt
  prep the-bread and the-crumb the-fish
  ‘After all these years, [(and) here you go/you come to] you harry me [again]  
  with the bread and the bits of fish.’

This phenomenon is sufficiently specific to merit attention.13 According to Rossi 
(1938: 250) it is (would have been?) attested in all Highlands dialects, including the 
S�anʕā dialect, but in his description of S �anʕā Arabic, it is only mentioned in a note in a 
collection of military songs (Rossi 1939: 115). I have not personally encountered it in 
S�anʕā. In addition, in Rossi’s corpus, kān-ak (kān + 2 sgm) is used as a copula in nomi-
nal sentences: kānak mugaddameh ‘un tempo eri capo’. M. Cohen (1924: 125) shows the 
form kān ‘be’ bearing a nominal suffix used as a copula in Mehri. In referring to this, 

1.  Because indeed it is not about the use of kān as a fixed or partially fixed particle as 
it is the case in other yemenite dialects (Behnstedt 1987: 41; Watson 1993: 154; Werbeck 
2001:  277–279).
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he uses the term “nominal conjugation”. However, in the Mehri dialects today, it seems 
that this type of construction is not or no more in use.14

In the Zabīd dialect, it is not a nominal sentence because the augmented par-
ticle kān-ik is followed by a verb in the imperfective (prefixed inflection). It is thus 
not easy to translate (47). In this context, should it be translated as ‘you are still 
harrying me’ with continuative/durative meaning, or instead as ‘here you go’ with 
ingressive meaning, as well as serving as a clause linker15 given the presence of the 
coordinator /w/ before kān [after all these years, you come and harry me?]? It is dif-
ficult to decide as the other examples attested in my corpus show little contextual 
variations.16

imperfective + perfective
 (48) jkūn māt (sya)
  aux.imperf.3sgm die.perf.3sgm 
  ‘He will be dead.’ (probably)

 (49) b-tkūn ʔakalit (lea)
  b-aux.imperf.3sgf eat.perf/3sgf 
  ‘She will have eaten.’ (probably)

imperfective + imperfective
 (50) ʔaħjānan tikūn an-nugūʃ mā tināsib-na (sya)
  sometimes aux.imperf/3plf the-drawings neg agree.imperf.3sgf-1pl
  ‘Sometimes, the drawings do not suit us.’ (possible)

 (51) b-tūs�alū bi-kūnu ʕam-jēklu (lea)
  b-arrive.imperf.3pl b-aux.3pl eat.ʕam-imperf.3pl 
  ‘[When] you arrive, they will be eating.’ (possible)

1.  In the Mehri dialects spoken in Yemen and Oman, kān with suffixed inflection cannot be 
used as a copula (M.-C. Simeone-Senelle, personal communication; Watson 2012). 

1.  In the dialect of S�anʕā, kān, frozen in the 3rd person singular, is used as a discourse 
marker (change or break of topic) and to denote temporal distance, which serves to encode 
the passing of time (Naïm 2009: 79–80).

1.  For example:

  mæjjæt-ik w dæbbæʔt-ik w kǣn-ik
  kill.perf1sg-2sgf and get rid of.perf.1sg-2sgf and aux.perf3sg-2sgf
  tǝsʔali ʔala m-fs�ejʔa w m-hrējm m-ħūt
  ask.imperf2sgf prep the-bread and the-crumb the-fish

   ‘I killed you, I got rid of you and here you go, you ask/you continue to ask for the 
bread and the bits of fish.’
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Comments

 – When the auxiliary is in the imperfective, modal meanings related to the con-
text and semantics of v₁ are grafted onto the temporal marking: the association 
v₂imperf + v₁perf encodes what is probable; the v₂imperf + v₁imperf align-
ment expresses what is possible.

 – With the volitional verb ‘want’, the association v₂perf + v₁imperf in a discourse 
situation (I – you) is the equivalent of a conditional used for polite requests:

  kunt ʔǝʃtī ʔariħ-l-ī (sya)
  be.perf/1sg want.imperf/1sg go.imperf/1sg-dat-1sg 
  ‘I would like (would have liked) to leave.’

.   External markers: Auxiliaries and particles

Auxiliaries and particles belong to two distinct grammatical categories. Auxiliaries 
show the same behavior as full verbs, i.e. they may be inflected in the two basic verbal 
conjugations, and can be modified by tense, mood and aspect particles (b-, raħ, ʃa/ʕa 
for the future, gad etc.). Some particles have verbal origins. They generally correspond 
to the 3rd person singular of the suffixal conjugation (perfective form), frozen and 
eroded, depending on the degree of grammaticalization in the various dialects.

Auxiliaries and particles express different aspectual meanings. Here they are 
grouped following their compatibility with the perfective and/or imperfective, as the 
perfective does not have its own particles nor preverbs.17 In this study, I have given 
precedence to the auxiliaries and particles, which contribute to the expression of the 
main aspectual notions, and for which I had a sufficiently large corpus to be able to 
vary the contexts.

.1   Auxiliaries

Some aspectual auxiliaries stem from spatial expressions. These are mostly movement 
and displacement verbs, which have retained their regular use as “full” verbs. As auxil-
iaries, their syntactic scope is reduced to the modified verb (predicative core). Like the 
tense auxiliary kān (1.4), these auxiliaries agree in gender and number with the sub-
ject of the modified verb but do not necessarily bear the same (prefixed and suffixed) 
inflections. However, contrary to constructions with kān, when the auxiliary is in the 
imperfective, the modified verb cannot be in the perfective.

1.  (Naïm 2009: 80).
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The main aspectual notions encoded are the inchoative, ingressive, iterative and 
continuative. The lexeme (serving as auxiliary) modifying a given aspectual meaning 
can vary from dialect to dialect. Most often however, such variation is strictly lexical 
and has no bearing on the meaning conveyed.

.1.1   The inchoative
By inchoative I mean the triggering of a process which will evolve. In this, it is distinct 
from the ingressive (2.1.2) which marks the suddenness of an event or entry into a state. 
The inchoative is mainly encoded by a posture verb, i.e. with no displacement, qaʕad/
ʔeʕid, ʒalas/gilis (with cross-dialect phonological and lexical variation), equivalent to ‘sit’.

Depending on the sentence’s temporal setting, the auxiliary qaʕad (and its vari-
ants) is in the perfective (52–55, narrative) or imperfective (56, discourse), while the 
modified verb is always in the “bare” imperfective.

 (52) lammin rawwaħ el-walad ʕa d-dār w (pea)
  when leave.perf3sg the-child dir the-home and
  ʃāf-e(h) mījit qaʕad jʕajjit�
  see.perf3sgm-3sgm death aux.perf3sgm cry.imperf.3sgm
  ‘When the child went home and saw him dead, he started crying.’

 (53) ʔeʕid jiħki ʔus �s�as (lea)
  aux.perf3sgm speak.imperf3sgm stories 
  ‘He started telling stories.’

 (54) gassu jabku (zya)
  aux.perf3pl cry.imperf3pl 
  ‘They started crying’

 (55) ʒǝlsit tǝdris (sya)
  aux.perf.3sgf read.imperf3sgf 
  ‘She started reading the Koran.’

 (56) tǝglisi tahdiri inti w jjāhe (zya)
  aux.imperf2sgf chat.imperf2sgf you and her 
  ‘[…] you start chatting with her.’

In jussive constructions, the auxiliary and modified verb are in the imperative mood:

 (57) gissī sarrigī (zya)
  aux.imp2sgf light the candles.imp2sgf 
  ‘[…] start lighting the candles.’

Moreover, one notes other contextual meanings of the auxiliary which indicate a shift 
in meaning, from a movement-posture spatial meaning to an aspect-tense meaning 
denoting ‘duration’. In (58, 59) ʒilis and ʔeʕid (in the participial form) have come to 
mean ‘stay, reside’.
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 (58) ʒilis ʕindi-him jimkin ʔisbūʕ (sya)
  sit.perf3sgm loc-their perhaps week 
  ‘He stayed at their house perhaps a week.’

 (59) l-bajj b-jʃtɣil w l-ʔǝmm ʔēʕde (lea)
  the-father work.b-imperf3sgm and the-mother sit.ptcp.sgf
  bi l-bajt
  in the-home
  [lit. the father he works and the mother sitting at home] 
  ‘The father works and the mother is a housewife.’

In various eastern dialects, the inchoative is also expressed by the auxiliaries ballaʃ 
‘begin’ or s�ār ‘become’, followed by a modified verb in the “bare” imperfective.18

 (60) bas ʃēfit l-ħarāme ballaʃit ts�arrix (lea)
  when see.perf1sg the-thief aux.imperf3sgf scream.imperf3sgf
  ‘When she saw the thief, she began to scream.’

 (61) b-as�īr ʔabki ʕala ħāl-ī (pea)
  aux.b-imperf1sg cry.imperf1sg over myself 
  ‘I began to cry over myself.’

 (62) s�āru jqūlu la l-malik (pea)
  aux.perf3pl say.imperf3pl to the-king 
  ‘They began to tell the king.’

In (60, 61), the auxiliaries ballaʃ ‘begin’ and s�ār ‘become’ are interchangeable, unlike 
the auxiliary ʔeʕid ‘sit’ which is not deemed acceptable here. In (62), the auxiliary s�ār 
permutates with ballaʃ and less fittingly with ʔeʕid (without however being entirely 
unacceptable). The distribution of the three auxiliaries expressing the inchoative in 
ea is thus subject to semantic constraints related to the elements the auxiliary can 
combine with.19

.1.   The ingressive
The ingressive expresses the sudden advent of an event.20 It is encoded by three verbs: 
the motion verb qām ‘get up’, used this way in the four dialect varieties, and the dis-
placement verbs rāħ ‘go’ and ʒā ‘come’, only used this way in ea.

1.  For Lebanese dialects, Féghali also mentions verbs equivalent to take, descend and cling 
(1928: 46–50). 

1.  In the absence of any specific investigation into this matter, one can only note that the 
speech verbs ‘say’ and ‘scream’ are difficult to reconcile with motion verbs (e.g. ‘sit’).

.  As defined by Desclés: “[…] Each occurrence of an event is a single whole viewed without 
regard to what happens before or after this occurrence. Each event is represented by a closed 
interval” (1989: 173). 
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.1..1  qām, ʔām or gām ‘get up’. Depending on the dialect, one finds qām, ʔām 
or gām (phonological variants of the word initial consonant) to render the equivalent 
of ‘get up’. As an auxiliary, the verb is found in the perfective and imperfective (with or 
without the prefix /b-/, depending on the dialect), the modified verb being in the im-
perfective or perfective, but the latter only if the auxiliary is also in the perfective. It is 
difficult to translate the ingressive, even though in most cases it has the same meanings 
as the adverb ‘suddenly’. In the examples provided below, I have chosen to include an 
adverb in brackets within the translation, or as commentary between parentheses fol-
lowing the translation (66), depending on the context.

 (63) kān ʕam-jiħki maʕ-u (lea)
  ext.perf3sgm ʕam-speak.imperf3sgm with-him
  ʔām d�arab-u
  aux.perf3sg hit.perf3sgm3sgm
  ‘He was talking to him, [suddenly] he hit him.’

 (64) kenna kel-na wāqfīn ħadd el-ʕrīs b-iqūm (lea)
  ext1pl all-1PL standing.ptcp near the-groom b-aux3sgm
  jeqʕod ʕa l-kerse
  sit.imperf.3sgm on the-chair
   ‘We were all standing beside the new bridegroom, and [suddenly] he sat on 

the chair.’ (Féghali)21

 (65) gad-ī mǝftaʒʕa la jgūm juloɣɣa-ha (sya)
  part-3sgf scared that aux.imperf3sgm strangle.imperf3sgm-3sgf
  ‘She was afraid he might [in one go] strangle her.’

 (66) lamma kabir qām xat�ab-l-o (zya)
  when grow.perf3sgm aux.perf3sgm betroth.perf3sgm-dat-3sgm
  ‘When he was grown, he betrothed him’ (without delay)

 (67) qāmu liʕbu qāmat ɣalabat-ih (pea)
  aux.perf3pl play.perf3pl aux.perf3sgf beat.perf3sgf-3sgm
  ‘They played, she beat him.’

Example (67) is composed of two juxtaposed clauses. The two successive events, ‘play’ 
and ‘beat’ are presented (from the narrator’s perspective) as almost simultaneous, two 
parts to a single whole: the occurrence of the event ‘beat’ (perfective) partakes in the 
final phase of the event ‘play’ (perfective). To describe the ingressive more precisely, I 
will use the topological concepts open or closed boundary and interval (Desclés 1989; 

1.  In the examples taken from Féghali, I modified the transcription conventions and at 
times the translations provided by the author. For Féghali, example (64) is an “Inchoative” 
(1928: 50).
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Culioli 1990). Thus one can represent (67) using a diagram where the closed final right 
boundaries of the two events coincide.

play
beat

Diagram 1. 

To describe things by order of their occurrence, one would simply remove the aux-
iliaries qāmu and qāmat from example (67) and replace them with two juxtaposed 
coordinated clauses. In (67’), the facts are presented in chronological order, ‘beat’ fol-
lows ‘play’. In the diagram representing (67’), the right boundary of the event ‘play’ 
coincides with the left boundary of the beginning of the event ‘beat’:

 (67’) liʕbu w ɣalabat-ih (pea)
  play.perf3pl and beat.perf3sgf-3sgm 
  ‘They played and she beat him.’

beatplay

Diagram 2. 

The notion of immediacy (imminence) or the lack of any clear delimitation between 
two events appears to be integrated in the notion of ingressive. It is present in the fro-
zen and grammaticalized adverbial forms, such as q/ʔawām (ea), gijām (sya) ‘quickly, 
right away’, and is strongly felt in the auxiliary’s modal uses: in (68) gām preceded by 
the future particle /ʃa-/ expresses imminent future; in (69) the auxiliary and modi-
fied verb are in the imperative, and the auxiliary adds a meaning of imminence to the 
injunction.22

 (68) ʃa-gūm ʔaraħ-l-i (sya)
  part/future-aux.imperf1sg leave.imperf1sg-dat-1sgm 
  ‘I’m leaving.’

 (69) ʔūm rūħ (ea)
  aux.imp2sgm leave.imp2sgm 
  ‘Leave (now)’

.  As an auxiliary, ʔām is also used to express other modal meanings such as the prohibitive 
and exhortative. It is also used as a narrative and discursive conjunction, in ea as well as in sya 
and zya with the meaning ‘then, so’ (Naïm 2009: 87, and 2011). I will not further dwell on this 
subject, as it is beyond the scope of this paper.
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.1..  rāħ ‘go’, ʒā ‘come’. The pair of verbs which encode the basic displacement 
notions ‘go’ and ‘come’ are used to express the ingressive in ea. Used this way, rāħ is 
mostly found in Lebanese dialects (and Egyptian)23 whereas ʒā (ʔaʒa, ʔǝʒa) is found in 
a greater number of eastern dialects.

In the Lebanese dialects, the choice of one or the other auxiliary rāħ or ʔǝʒa 
depends on the nature of the modified verb:

– rāħ is only found before finite verbs
 (70) txēnaʔu sawa rāħit (lea)
  argue.perf1pl together aux.perf3sgf
  bat�t�alit tilʕab
  renounce.perf3sgf play.imperf.3sgf
  ‘They got into an argument, he stopped playing.’ (immediately)

– ʔǝʒa is compatible with finite verbs and participial forms. Before a finite verb, ʔǝʒa 
expresses the sudden advent of an event (71), illustrated in diagram 3.

 (71) l-ħzūt fataħ tǝmm-u (pea)
  the-dragon open.perf.3sgm mouth-3sgm
  ʔaʒa t �aʕan-u fi l-ħarbe
  aux.perf.3sgm stab.perf.3sgm-3sgm with the-spear
   ‘The dragon opened its mouth, [all of a sudden] he ran it through with his 

spear.’

Diagram 3. 

Preceding a participial form, ʔǝʒa emphasizes the result or the consequences of the 
occurrence, i.e. it indicates entry into a state (72, 73) as illustrated in diagram 4.

 (72) d�arab-u kaff ʔǝʒa mlaʔʔaħ ʕa l-ʔard� (lea)
  hit.perf3sgm slap aux.3sgm lay out.ptcp3sgm on the-ground
  ‘He slapped him, [there he was] flat out on the ground.’

 (73) fazz wu min fazzt-u ʒā wāqeʕ (lea)
  jump.perf3sgm and prep jump-3sgm aux.perf.3sgm fall.ptcp
  b el-bīr
  in the-well
  ‘He jumped [there he went] fell in the well.’ (Féghali)24

.  Cf. Woidich (2006: 331).

.  The translation I propose for this example is not that of Féghali, who translates it as ‘He 
jumped so high that he fell in the well’ (1928: 104). It is true that the prepositional phrase 
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Diagram 4. 

In (70–71) one could replace rāħit and ʔaʒa by the auxiliary ʔām (2.1.2.1) but this is 
impossible in examples (72–73), i.e. with a modified verb in the participial form.

Moreover, the verb rāħ ‘go’ is the origin of the imperfective prefix raħ- (variants 
rāħ-, laħ-), which is used in future conjugations in various dialects.25 Depending 
on the context, raħ- + imperf conveys prospective (75), intentional (74) or immi-
nent future meaning (76–77). The meaning of imminence, as we saw for the modal 
uses of the auxiliary get up (2.1.2.1), is included in the semantics of the aspectual 
ingressive.

 (74) bi-nʃūf lamma js�īr ʕumr-ak ʕiʃrīn (pea)
  see.b-imperf1pl when become.imperf3sgm age-2sgm twenty
  sane ʃu raħ-tiʕmal
  year int do.part-imperf2sgm
  ‘We will see what you will do when you are twenty.’

 (75) ʔana raħ-ʔiqt�aʕ l-majj ʕan-kum (pea)
  me cut.part-imperf1sg the-water prep-2pl 
  ‘Me, I’m going to cut your water off.’

 (76) raħ-tʃatte (lea)
  part-rain.imperf3sgf
  ‘It is going to rain/it will rain.’

 (77) rawweʒ raħ-js �īr ǝd�-d�ǝhr (lea)
  hurry.imp2sgm become.part-imperf3sgm the-noon 
  ‘Hurry up it will soon be noon.’ (Féghali, 52)

.1..  Inchoative and ingressive. In the literature, the inchoative and ingressive 
notions are at times considered synonymous. Thus in Bussmann’s dictionary (1996), 
under inchoative:

‘because of his jump’ (min fazzt-u) is not in my translation, but Féghali’s ignores the ingressive 
meaning of the auxiliary ʒā and of the participle ‘fell’. 

.  The particle used to express the future varies from dialect to dialect: in S �anʕā, one finds 
ʕa- (ʃa- in the 1st p.), with two possible etymologies, ʕāda ‘come back’ and ħatta ‘until’, and in 
Zabīd one has ʃa- (conceivably from the modal ʃāʔa ‘want’). We will not explore here how the 
‘future’ as such is expressed, nor the various modal meanings of the verb corresponding to ‘go’, 
which are beyond the scope of this paper.
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Aspect of a verb or verb phrase. Inchoatives belong to the non-duratives (durative 
vs. non-durative) and indicate the inception or the coming into existence of a state 
or process […]. Occasionally the term inchoative is also used synonymously for 
ingressive, which denotes the sudden beginning of an action […].

In the dialect varieties under study here, those notions are clearly distinguished: qaʕad 
(and its lexical and phonological variants) ‘sit’ marks the inchoative (process), qām 
(and its phonological variants) ‘get up’ marks the ingressive (event).

The eastern dialects differ in that they have two other auxiliaries to mark the 
inchoative: ballaʃ ‘begin’ and s�ār ‘become’ depending on the semantics of the  modified 
verb, and two other auxiliaries to mark the ingressive: rāħ ‘go’ and ʒā ‘come’, depending 
on the viewpoint adopted by the speaker-narrator. However, the frontier between the 
inchoative and the ingressive can be very hazy: in (78) the auxiliary qām followed by 
the verb ‘moan’ does not express sudden entry into an action. In context, the three girls 
did not burst into tears (sudden event) but ‘began to moan’; the auxiliary gilis ‘sit’ as in 
example (54) reproduced here as (79) works just as well.

 (78) qāmu jǝk�ðilu aθ-θalāθa l-banāt (zya)
  aux.perf3pl moan.imperf.3pl the-three the-girls 
  ‘The three girls began moaning from the pain.’

 (79) gassu jabku (zya)
  aux.perf3pl cry.imperf3pl 
  ‘They began to cry.’

Therefore there are semantic contexts where the distinction between qām 
(ingressive)∼gilis (inchoative) is neutralized because of the limited possible semantic 
combinations with the modified verbs (2.1.1).

.1.   Continuative
To express a process which has already begun or is ongoing, there are two auxiliaries 
in (ea): baqa (beqe, beʔe) and d�all (ð̣all). The two verbs are synonymous. They have 
the meaning continue and either one may be used in the same context. The auxiliary is 
in the perfective or imperfective, and the modified verb in the “bare” imperfective or 
participial form, namely when it is a “middle” verb as in (83).

 (80) rǝbjæn ʃɨgæra ð�ællæn (zya)
  grow.perf3sgf tree aux.perf3sgf
  tt�ūl tt�ūl tt�ūl
  grow.imperf3sgf grow.imperf3sgf grow.imperf3sgf
  ‘A tree grew, then continued growing, growing, growing.’
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 (81) ha s�-s�abe beqe jird�aʕ ta s�ār
  this the-boy aux.perf3sgm suckle.imperf3sgm until become.3sgm
  ʕomr-u sabʕ snīn
  age-3sgm seven years
  ‘This child continued to suckle until he was seven years old.’ (Féghali)26

 (82) d�allit tǝbke la s�-s�ɔbħ (lea)
  aux.perf3sgf cry.imperf.3sgf until the-morning 
  ‘She continued crying until morning.’

 (83) bʔīna wēʔfīn ta nkasar d�ahr-na (lea)
  aux.perf1pl standing.ptcp1pl until break.perf.3sgm back-1pl 
  ‘We remained standing until our backs were broken.’

.1.   Iterative
Iteration is expressed by two synonymous displacement verbs ʕād and rǝʒiʔ ‘come 
back’, and in sya by a third auxiliary jzīd ‘increase, multiply’. The displacement verbs 
did not evolve along the same lines in the eastern and Yemeni dialects, thus we will 
look at each in turn.

.1..1  Rǝʒiʔ/rǝgiʕ ‘come back’. In the eastern dialects and in sya, the verb rǝʒiʕ 
continues to function with its basic spatial meaning alongside its use as an auxiliary 
expressing iteration (84–86). As an auxiliary, it is never found in negative sentences 
(see under 2.1.4.2). Depending on the context, it can correspond to the prefix re- 
 (‘re-v’) (87), to the adverb ‘once again’ (resumption of an interrupted action) or to the 
connectors ‘then, after’, namely when preceded by the coordinator /w/ ‘and’.

 (84) rǝħna w rʒǝʕna (lea)
  leave.perf1pl and come back.perf1pl 
  ‘We left and we came back.’ (Féghali 1928: 7)

 (85) ʔasīr as�rɔf-ɔh w asīr li (sya)
  go.imperf1sg cash in.imperf1sg-3sg and go.imperf1sg to
  al-funduk […]  w arʒaʕ
  the-hotel […] then come back.imperf1sg
   ‘I am going to cash it in then I am going to the hotel […] then I will be 

 coming back.’

 (86) baʃūf-ak bas ʔarʒaʕ (pea)
  see.b-imperf1sg-2sgm when come back.imperf1sg 
  ‘I will see you upon my return.’ (lit. when I come back)

.  Féghali translates beqe jird�aʕ by a preterit ‘this child suckled until…’ which, in my view, 
does not convey the auxiliary’s meaning (1928: 75).
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 (87) rʒǝʕt ʃǝft-u ʃī? (lea)
  aux.perf2sgm see.perf2sgm-3sgm int 
  ‘Have you seen him again?’

 (88) rʒiʕ jgūl la ʔalli fi l-bistān (sya)
  aux.perf3sgm say.imperf3sgm to rltv in the-garden 
  ‘Once again he said to the one who was in the garden.’

 (89) ʃāfat annu ðayka lli ʒilsit ʕind-e w (sya)
  see.perf3sgf that deic rltv stay.perf3sgf home-3sgm and
  rǝʒʕit tʔallamat w siktat
  aux.perf3sgf suffer.perf.3sgf and be silent.perf3sgf
   ‘She saw it was the man with whom she had stayed, so, once again, she felt 

hurt and remained silent.’

Depending on the context, dialogue or narration, the auxiliary can be in the perfec-
tive or imperfective (with or without prefix), and the modified verb in the perfective 
or “bare” imperfective. In (90), the auxiliary and the modified verb are in the imper-
fective, but only the auxiliary bears a prefix (b-imperf). However, e.g. in the eastern 
dialects, the modified verb can also be in the prefixed imperfective form. This can 
entail some ambiguity in interpreting the facts: the sentence in (90’) for example can 
be interpreted in two ways, depending on the context and more particularly on intona-
tion, whereas the sentence in (90) has only one interpretation, with dependence being 
strongly marked by the “bare” imperfective form.

 (90) bukra b-tǝrʒaʕ tʕajjit ʕalē-ø (lea)
  tomorrow aux.b-imperf3sgf scold.imperf3sgf on-3sgm 
  ‘Tomorrow she is going to scold him once again.’

 (90’) bukra b-tǝrʒaʕ b-tʕajjit ʕalē-ø (lea)
  tomorrow aux.b-imperf3sgf scold.b-imperf3sgf on-3sgm
  ‘Tomorrow she is going to scold him once again’ or  
  ‘Tomorrow she will be back, she will scold him.’

In the Zabīd dialect, contrary to what one finds in S�anʕā, the verb rǝgiʔ27 only serves as 
an auxiliary. In (91), the iteration applies to the verb ‘go [beg]’ (repetition of the same 
process). In (92), the two verbs ‘shear’ and ‘stuff ’ are in the imperative, and the auxil-
iary serves as a clause linker, equivalent to the adverbs ‘after, then’.

 (91) tæbūk tat�lɔb […] w tærgæʔ (zya)
  go.imperf3sgf beg.imperf3sgf […] and aux.imperf3sgf
  tæbuk le-he
  go.imperf3sgf to-3sgf
  ‘She went to beg […] then she went [to beg], once again.’

.  In this dialect, it is the glottal stop /ʔ/ which corresponds to the pharyngeal fricative /ʕ/.
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 (92) ṣūfi m-sǝbl-u w argaʔi (zya)
  shear.imp2sgf the-tail-3sgm and aux.imp2sgf
  ħʃi-hæ ħænīnu
  stuff.imp.2sgf-3sgf cotton
  ‘You shear its tail and then you stuff it with cotton.’

.1..  ʕād ‘come back’. Contrary to the verb rǝʒiʕ, the verb ʕād (regional vari-
ant ʕāwad) is not (no longer in ea) used as a ‘full’ verb. In ea, it serves as an aspec-
tual auxiliary expressing iteration, like the verb rǝʒiʕ, with which it can combine in 
negative clauses (95). In the eastern and Yemeni dialects, this verb is the origin of the 
tense-aspect and mood particle ʕād (ʕad, ʔad) which also serves as a copula in nominal 
predication (2.2.1). In the synchrony of the eastern dialects, ʕād shows two degrees of 
grammaticalization: syntactic grammaticalization with a shift in meaning and reduc-
tion of the verb’s scope (from full verb to auxiliary), and radical grammaticalization 
with a change in category (from verb to particle).

 (93) ʔint ma wʕedt-ne fī-h ʔaʃ b-āk (lea)
  you int promis.perf.2sgm-1sg in-3sg int prep-2sgm 
  ʕedt ɣajjart fikr-ak
  aux.perf2sgm change.perf2sgm opinion-2sgm
   ‘You had promised me, why have you once again changed your mind?’ 

(Féghali)

 (94) ʕāwadin t�alabin majj (pea)
  aux.perf.3plf ask.perf.3plf water 
  ‘They asked once again for water.’

 (95) mā ʕād fataħ tǝmm-u (lea)
  neg aux.perf3sgm open.perf3sgm mouth-3sgm 
  ‘He didn’t open his mouth again.’

.1..  jzīd ‘increase, multiply’. In the S�an’ānī dialect, the status of the iterative jzīd 
is ambiguous, between particle and auxiliary: like particles, it is frozen in the 3rd per-
son singular but can have two forms, with one, jzīd, preceding verbs in the imperfec-
tive (96), and the other, zīd (which also has a variant with a short vowel, zid), preceding 
verbs in the perfective (97). The form jzīd corresponds to the 3rd person of the prefixal 
conjugation, but the variant zīd can only be a shortened variant of jzīd, which means 
that it does not correspond to the 3rd person of the suffixal conjugation. At the same 
time, jzīd differs from particles in that it takes the feminine marker /t-/ (irregularly) 
when the subject of V₁ is of feminine gender (agreement in gender only) and can bear 
the imperfective prefix b- (98) and the future particle ʕa- (ʃa in the 1st person) (99).
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 (96) jiddow-l-ha zanne jzīd jiddow-l-ha zanne
  give.imperf.3pl-dat-3sgf dress aux give.imperf.3pl-dat-3sgf dress
  ‘They give her a dress, they give her another dress [again].’

 (97) gālu hāða madrī ʔajn zid ʒāʔ
  say.perf.3pl this one neg where aux go.perf.3sgm
  ‘They said: “This one, who knows where he is off to now [again]”.’

 (98) madrī mā huwa llī bitzīd tuwarr-ī
  neg int 3sgm rltv b-aux3sgf show. imperf.3sgf-3sgm
  ‘I don’t know what she’s shown him this time [again].’

 (99) ʕa-tzīd tsawwī hākaða ?
  fut-aux.2sgf do.imperf.2sgf like this
  ‘Are you (F) going to do the same thing [again]?’

One should also note that the shortened form zid combines with the negative particle 
lā to indicate that a event has ceased: lā zid xaraʒ ‘He no longer went out’/‘He never 
went out again.’.

.   Particles

We will examine two particles, ʕād and gad, which convey at once aspectual, temporal 
and modal meanings. The particle gad is found in sya. The particle ʕād does not have 
the same status in all dialects.

..1   The particle ʕād- (ʕad-, ʔad-)
In sya, the particle ʕād- (2.1.4.2) is found before verbs in the imperfective (96) (or, 
as we shall see below, in the perfective (104)), and before participial forms (101). It 
is followed by a cataphoric pronoun (either suffixed or independent) representing 
the subject, except in negative sentences (103). Before verbs in the imperfective, 
participials, and in its copular uses (102), ʕād denotes the continuation of an already 
ongoing process. Depending on the frame of reference, it can also denote concomi-
tance (100).

 (100) ʕād-u b-jiʃtarī (sya)
  part-3sgm buy.b-imperf3sgm 
  ‘He is in the process of buying.’ (= he is still in the process of)

 (101) ʕād-i ʒālisa fi bajt el-ʕaʒamij ðalħīn? (sya)
  part-3sgf sit.ptcp2sgf loc home the-Ajami now 
  ‘Are she still living at the Ajami’s?’

 (102) ʕād-i marat-ak (sya)
  part-3sgf wife-2sgm 
  ‘Is she still your wife?’
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 (103) mā ʕād albas hawla l-lada (sya)
  neg part wear.imperf.1sg these the-clothes 
  ‘I will no longer wear these clothes.’

Before verbs in the perfective (104), ʕād serves to express quasi-contiguity between 
a prior perfective event and the speech event.28 Inversely, when ʕād is followed by an 
imperfective bearing a “future” marker (prefix ʕa-), it is the event to be realized that is 
presented as imminent (105–106).

 (104) ʕād-ani bsart-eh (sya)
  part-1sg see.perf.1sg-3sg 
  ‘I just saw him.’

 (105) ʕād-u ʕa-jgoʕ t�abīb (sya)
  part-3sgm become.ʕa-imperf3sgm doctor 
  ‘He is just about to become a doctor.’ (imminent future)

 (106) ʕād-u ʕa-jhaddif (sya)
  part-3sgm score a goal.ʕa-imperf3sgm 
  ‘He is just about to score a goal.’ (imminent future)

In the eastern and Yemeni dialects, ʕād also serves as a discursive and narrative marker 
(especially after a pause), used to pick up the threads of a story after a shift in topic (in 
particular in Palestinian varieties). It differs from the verbal particle in that it is very 
seldom followed by a pronominal affix.

 (107) ʕād ʔin čān bidd-eh jōčil rās čbīr (pea)
  part if expt.perf3sgm want-3sgm eat.imperf3sgm head big
  b-iqūl iðbaħī-l-na dīč
  say.b-imperf3sgm slit throat.imp2sgf-dat-1pl rooster
  ‘So if he wants to eat a big head (of onion) he said behead a rooster for us.’

 (108) ʕād fǝreqt�ēn θalāθ min hōn θalāθ min hōn (pea)
  part 2.teams three prep here three prep here 
  ‘So two teams, three over here, three over here.’

 (109) gāl ana gad kunt tāʕeb gāl ʕād (sya)
  say.perf3sgm me part be.perf1sgm tired say.perf3sgm part 
  gull la-na ʔanna-ka tāʕeb
  say.imp2sgm to-1pl that-2sgm tired
  nʒī nzūr-ak
  come.imperf1pl visit.imperf1pl-2sgm
   ‘He said: I was tired. He answered: but then you should have told us, so that 

we would visit you.’

.  On the manifestations of the notion of concomitance in verb forms (inherence~adherence), 
see D. Cohen (1989: 92–142). 
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..   The particle qad (gad)
The particle gad is found in sya only.29 As with ʕād, it is compatible with perfective, 
imperfective and participial forms. Contrary to ʕād however, before a finite verb, it is 
usually not followed by an independent or suffixed subject pronoun,30 except for prag-
matic reasons of subject emphasis: in example (110), the pronoun /-ī/, suffixed to /gad/, 
highlights the role of the wife in learning women’s slang.31 In noun phrases however, 
the particle gad is regularly followed by a pronoun representing the subject (111). If the 
subject is lexically represented, it is never found between the particle and the predicate.

 (110) ʔillā llī hī marat-ih gad-ī tigul-l-ih (sya)
  except rltv 3sgf wife-3sgm part-3sgf say.imperf3sgf-to-3sgm 
  maʃ hū dārī mā bnitħāka
  neg 3sgm know.ptcp conj speak.b-imperf1pl
   ‘Except if it is his wife who is already teaching him, he does not understand 

what we are saying.’

 (111) gad ana ɣaniy gawiy (sya)
  part 1sg rich a lot 
  ‘I am very rich.’

 (112) saʕ man gad-i gad-i kabīre ʔawla ʕād-i s�ɣīre (sya)
  how int part-3sgf part-3sgf big or part-3sgf small
  ‘What is she like? Is she [already] big or is she still little?’

Preceding a verb in the perfective, gad expresses assertive modal meaning by actual-
izing a truly completed event. In other words, it is a ‘non-imperfective’ form, to adopt 
a proposal by J.-P. Desclés.32

 (113) gad gulta-l-iʃ mā hij l-ʒināze (sya)
  part say.perf1sg-to-2sgf conj 3sgf the-burial 
  ‘I already told you what [the word] jinaze (burial) means.’

 (114) wa gad ʃiftī jaʕnī wlād jamanī mǝh ? (sya)
  and part perf.2sgf i.e. birth Yemeni no? 
   ‘You have already attended an end-of-lying-in ceremony in Yemen, haven’t 

you?’

.  I.e. it is never found in the eastern varieties examined here nor in the Zabīd dialect. It is 
found elsewhere in Yemen however, for example in the Yafiʕ region (Vanhove 1996).

.  In the 2nd p. one notes alternation between the tonic forms and the affixes, with both the 
particles ʕād and gad, however the form affixed with ʕād predominates: gad ant~gad-ak, gad 
anti~gad-iʃ ; ʕād-iʃ (2sgf), ʕād-ak (2sgm), ʕāda-kum/kin (pl.m/f).

1.  (Naïm 2009: 197–200).

.  J.-P. Desclés p.c.
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 (115) gad sabbart l-ɣada (sya)
  part prepare.1sg.perf the-lunch 
  ‘I have already prepared lunch’.

In the following examples, gad serves to indicate that the marked process happened 
prior to another.

 (116) sārt ʔumha makke tħiʒʒ w (sya)
  go.perf.3sgf mother3sgf Mecca pray.imperf.3sgf and 
  ʔabū-ha gad māt
  father-3sgf part die.perf.3sgm
  ‘Her mother had already been to Mecca to fulfill her duty and her father  
  was already dead.’

 (117) kamā gad ʃtaɣalt ʃa-ddī-l-iʃ fulūs (sya)
  when part work.perf.1sg give.part-imperf.1sg-dat-2sgf money 
  ‘As soon as I have worked I will give you some money.’

 (118) kama gad ɣini wāħad al-ʔensān ma ʕād (sya)
  when part make rich.perf.3sg ind the-man neg part 
  jifgir-ʃ al�l�ah
  impoverish.imperf-neg God
  ‘When he [God] has made a man rich, God no longer impoverishes him.’

 (119) gālit gad bnajt fī nafs-ī min ħīn (sya)
  say.perf.3sg part decide.perf.1sg loc person-1sg of when
  ʃuft-ak ǝnn gad gult l-ah fa
  see.perf.1sg-2sgm if part say.perf.2sgm dat-3sgm then
  ħurimt ʕalajj-i
  forbid.perf.2sg prep-1sg
   ‘She said: As soon as I saw you I made the decision (I said to myself) that if 

you had already brought it back to him, I no longer would have been able to 
marry you.’

Before a verb in the imperfective (bare or preceded by the prefix /b-/), the particle gad 
conveys various modal meanings. Depending on the context, it can express assertive-
ness, as in (120, 121):

 (120) ʔinn gad gult-a la-h mā gad (sya)
  if part say.perf.2sg-3sgf to-3sgm neg part
  ʔabgāʃ ʕind-ak
  stay.imperf.1sg-neg loc-2sgm
  ‘If you have told him, I will not stay at your place.’ (you can be sure of it)
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 (121) al-wald hu t�ajjib w gad-u ðalħīn (sya)
  the-boy 3sgm good and part-3sgm now 
  bi-s�allī w xājif min alla
  pray bi-imperf.3sgm and fear.ptcp prep God
  ‘This boy is good; now he prays and he fears God.’

When gad is followed by an imperfective preceded by the future marker (prefixes ʕa-/
ʃa-), it anchors the sentence in quasi-certainty and encodes the imminent future. In 
such constructions, I find it difficult to determine the difference between the particle 
gad and the particle ʕād (2.2.1., 105–106).

 (122) gad-u ʕa-jgaʕ t�abīb (sya)
  part-3sgm ʕa-fall.imperf.3sgm doctor 
  ‘He will soon be a doctor.’

 (123) gad ʕa-jʒannin (sya)
  part ʕa-imperf.3sgm 
  ‘He is just about to go crazy.’

 (124) gad kabd-ah ʕa-tuxruʒ ʕala l-mare (sya)
  part liver-3sgm go out.ʕa-imperf3sgf prep the-woman
  ‘He was going to die (of love) for this woman.’

Before a verb in the imperative, gad expresses softened orders

 (125) gad gull la-nā ʔann-ak tāʕib (sya)
  part say.imp.sgm dat-1pl conj -2sgm tire.ptcp.sgm 
  ‘You should have told us you are ill.’

Inversely, examples (126–127) are difficult to analyze. According to comments from my 
consultants, both sentences convey the “possible” notion. But this needs further study, 
as on the one hand, the meaning of the construction kān. imperf + perf (jukūn ʒā), 
as seen above, anchors the sentence in the ‘probable’ domain (1.4. ex. 48), and, on the 
other hand, the construction with gad, as commented upon by my consultants, gives the 
particle a value that no longer corresponds to what was determined above (120–125).

 (126) ʕa-tuxruʒī ? / gad ʔaxruʒ
  ʕa–go out.imperf.2sgf / part go out imperf.1sg
  ‘Will you be going out?’ / ‘Maybe I will be going out.’

 (127) gad jukūn ʒā
  part expt imperf.3sgm come.perf3sgm
  ‘Maybe he came.’

Based on the data I have and until further research is carried out on the subject, one 
notes that gad precedes a motion verb (‘come’, ‘go out’) in both (126) and (127). Is there 
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a link between the value attributed to gad in these constructions and this semantic 
category of verbs? More generally speaking, I wonder about the link between ‘pos-
sible’ and ‘probable’: are these two notions specifically marked in the S �anʕānī dialect?

.  Conclusion

The current configuration of the basic verbal system in the eastern and Yemeni dialects 
is presented in the table below. We have included a row which does not belong to the 
syntactic distribution of the perfective and imperfective paradigms, whether “bare” 
or prefixed, since it serves to express concomitance. However, specific marking for a 
relation of concomitance is one of the typological characteristics of the Arabic dialects: 
it embodies a specific type of change within the basic verbal system of Arabic dialect 
varieties. It would thus appear that among the varieties under study, only the eastern 
dialects specifically mark concomitance, using the particle ʕam. In the Yemeni dialects, 
it is the context which may express that a process has the aspect-tense characteris-
tics of being concomitant with the speech event or with another process. Thus in the 
S�anʕānī dialect, the aspect particle ʕād expresses continuation of an already ongoing 
process (2.2.1).

Table 1. Basic verbal system of eastern and Yemeni dialects

Uses and meanings imperf b-imperf ʕam+b-imperf perf ptcp

Dependent constructions sya-zya-ea sya-zya-ea
Modals: optative, jussive, 
exhortative. Performative

sya-zya-ea sya-zya-ea ea

Conditionals (apodosis  
and/or protasis),  
procedural descriptions, 
definitions, general truths

sya-zya-ea ea sya-zya-ea

Habitual zya sya
Concomitant zya-sya ea sya-zya-ea

In this study, we broached separately the issue of the temporal auxiliary kān ‘be’ (1.4). 
This is because this auxiliary differs from aspectual auxiliaries, both in scope and in 
combinatory possibilities. kān has scope over the entire sentence, and provides tem-
poral anchoring; aspectual auxiliaries have scope only over modified verbs. Moreover, 
temporal kān enters into more grammatical and syntactic combinations with the ver-
bal predicate: alignment or crossing of v₁ and v₂ conjugations; the possibility of insert-
ing a lexical subject between v₁ and v₂. Aspectual auxiliaries are subject to semantic 
(lexical) and syntactic constraints (2.1).
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Moreover, the present work shows that the participial form plays a role in encod-
ing various aspectual meanings. Indeed, the participial form is in complementary 
distribution both with the perfective and the imperfective, not only to express con-
comitance with so-called ‘middle’ verbs (1.3) but also in performative sentences (1.2), 
with ingressive aspect (2.1.2.2) and continuative aspect (2.1.3., 2.2.1). This comple-
mentarity is in keeping with the possible semantic combinations between the auxiliary 
and aspectual particles. But it also depends on the viewpoint expressed by the speaker-
narrator, as we noted on the subject of the ingressive.

To understand the ingressive aspect meaning encoded by qām ‘get up’ (2.1.2.1), we 
compared two possible constructions, the first using juxtaposition, the second coor-
dination. This comparison highlights the ‘suddenness’ characteristic of the ingressive 
aspect: the juxtaposition of events introduced by the auxiliary qām contributes to blur-
ring the frontier between two events, presenting them as simultaneous; coordination 
serves to render a sequential representation, where events each follow in turn.

Moreover, expressing the ingressive by the auxiliary ʔǝʒa (2.1.2.2) raises another 
issue in connection with the speaker-narrator viewpoint. As we saw above, the eastern 
dialects have two other auxiliaries, in addition to get up, to express the ingressive, rāħ 
‘go’ and ʔǝʒa ‘come’. These auxiliaries do not combine with the same elements, as ʔǝʒa 
is compatible both with finite verbs and participial forms. Depending on the perspec-
tive adopted by the speaker, the state of affairs is represented either dynamically or 
statically. In (71), the construction ʔaʒa t�aʕan-u ‘He ran it through’ (aux+stab.perf) 
encodes a dynamic process; in (72) the construction with the participial form, ʔǝʒa 
mlaʔʔaħ (aux + ptcp) ‘[there he was] flat out’, expresses entry into a state.

Moreover, the ingressive~inchoative distinction can be ambivalent in some 
semantic contexts, even when the two aspectual notions each have their own specific 
markers. This is the result, as we saw in (2.1.2.3), of interaction between grammatical 
and lexical aspect. What is shared by the ingressive and inchoative is that they mark 
the beginning of a process (represented by a closed left interval). However, with the 
inchoative, the process is represented as covering a certain temporal interval with the 
initial instant being marked (represented by an open right boundary), whereas with 
the ingressive, what is expressed is the sudden advent of an event (represented by a 
closed interval).
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